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Coronavirus Survivor Chance Trahan For President Takes A Stab At Incumbent President
Donald Trump
Donald Trump and Chance Trahan Are At Odds And Everyone Watching Is On The Edge Of Their Seats
LOS ANGELES - April 22, 2020 - PRLog -- With no scientific proof showing COVID–19's existence,
Nonpartisan Presidential Candidate, Chance Trahan, tells Donald Trump that he's hiring a Special Counsel
to investigate his incumbent White House Administration.
"There's several high-profile incumbent Politicians that already dropped out of the Primary Elections and
that leaves this Election between just me and Impeached President Donald Trump. Today I mirrored the
words he told Hillary Clinton that got him elected but is another promise he's never kept by saying that I'll
hire a Special Prosecutor to convict him. Because face it, Joe Biden doesn't even seem to know what's
going on half the time due to his two prior brain surgeries," the unofficial Sheriff says.
"There's been way too many people claiming to have the virus that really don't. Take Tom Hanks for
example. I'm told that Tom's being investigated for pedophilia and claims to have the virus to try to get out
of an indictment. The truth about COVID–19 is that there hasn't been a scientific isolation of the virus itself
in a lab to prove that COVID–19 is real," Chance says.
The Presidential Candidate adds, "The media's obsession with the pandemic has everyone wondering what
the end game is. If you pay attention to everything Bill Gates has been saying, he'd leave the impression
that a 'digital certificate' injected through the administration of a vaccine is the payoff. The lingo he uses
also suggests that there's a microchip inside the vaccine, and you can imagine how people would react to
the possibility of their location being tracked and sensitive data being exposed at the wave of a magic wand
over their body just because of some chip said to cure a virus that we're not even sure exists."
"A lot of us who have already been keeping their distance from others and staying inside of our homes for
years now are joking that everyone is forced to live the way we've been living for years. The problem
however is that people who aren't already getting benefits from their local Government are suffering
immensely, and that's not acceptable. No one should have to suffer like this. This situation is being
considered a form of socialism blended with communism by the many all across the world that aren't on
board with the big hidden agenda that we're allegedly seeing be played out. Whatever this rumored flu is
was given to me through poisoned weed, and Kylie Jenner allegedly caught it exactly one week later."
Trahan mentions.
Learn more about the unofficial Sheriff of Clark County - Las Vegas' 2020 Presidential Campaign at https://ChanceTrahan.com
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